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Restructuring School Governance:
The Chicago Experience

A Closer Look at Two School Communities

homas and Alexander Elementary Schools share much in common. Both sit in
economicaly disadvantaged neighborhoods and serve exclusively low-income stu-
dents.' Buildings in the immediate neighborhood are dilapidated, gang violence and
graffiti are prevalent and so are drugs. Those families that can leave, do; and student

mobility is consequently high. Both schools control, however, a considerable amount
of discretionary monies which are provided under a variety of local, state and federal
programs. Despite these similarities, the political practice of these two schools and
progress of school reform could not be more different.

We have been observing the implementation of reform in twelve Chicago school
communities for the past two Years. We describe below the political activities occurring
in two of these schools. In both cases, we focus on the three sites of power created by the
legislation -- parents and community members, principals, and the facultyand the shift
mg relations among them. We attend particularly to differences in the kinds of conversa-
tions occur.-ring in these two schools and the factors that appear to contribute to this.

Thomas Elementary School:
An Emergent Politics of Enhanced School Community

A Base of Social Resources
The Thomas School community, has always been a port of entry, first to European
and now to Mexicm immigrants. Although poor, the community has many viable

institutions. This is a predominantly Catholic community with mostly two parent and
extended families. Women, especially first generation immigrants, stay home to care for
their own children and those of relatives still in Mexico.

These women, many of them in their thirties and forties, are an important resource
to the school, and the school in turn supports them. They bring old world norms of
respect for teachers and deferent e for authority, and model these behaviors for their
children. These attitudes enable bonds to be created that extend across differences in
ethnicit (only about a thud of the teachers are Hispanic), culture, and class. As one
teacher Say,

''I like the kid% .111.1 then paii.nr, ,i bit i if the moms mot us to treat then lads right and then

suppiirt u' I Iles %if/qut then 1,1,1% tiu. I hes tell their kids to listen to u%. . . the children are

sweet 1 hes re ell, \ to led, h penile, quiet little kids.-
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DIRECTOR'S INTRODUCTION

Since 1988.
the 600

schools in

Chicago have

been operating
under the

most extensive

effort in

restructured
school

governance in
US history.

by i.te,1N1 Newmann

School restructuring takes many forms,
and changing the structure of school
governance is prominent. The two

major changes in school governance are:
site-based management (SBlvt), to decen-
tralize decision-making authority from the
state or district to the individual school
site; and shared decision-making (SDM),
to expand the cast of key decision-makers
beyond principals to include teachers and
parents. The use of either SRM or SDN1.
however, does not necessarily entail the
use of other. A school might have consid-
erable autonomy from the distriLz under
SRM, but the principal might retain virtu-
ally all powers of governance at the school.
Or, teachers might run their school demo-
c rat wally, with only minimal leadership
from a principal (SDM), but the school
waft may have virtually no control over
urricultim, staffing and budget.

Why should governance changes such
as MINI or SDM improve education for
students! There is no guarantee they will.
unless combined with several other fea-
tures of school restructuring, such as better
curriculum, teaching, and assessment. The
rationale for restructuring governance
along these lines is that education is more
likely to serve the needs of students if the
most important issues for schools (especialk
decisions on curriculum, staffing, and bud-
get I are decided by the adults who know
those particular students the best. When
schools must respond to extensive regula-
tion by distant authorities, education at
each school suffers, because local adminis-
trators, teachers, and parents who know
the students best have little influence on
what happens in school.

Schools that practice SRM and SDM
gain "empowerment," but they too face
several problems. Conflict within a school
staff over educational goals can lead to
stalemates and compromises that serve no
students well. Teachers may not value
parents' input when they feel parents lack
important professional knowledge. It
teachers and parents lack skills of group-
work and productive discourse within
democratic structures, governance meetings
add to inefficiencies a,: 1 breed distrust.
Even when SRM and SDM seem to pro-
ceed smoothly. a school may still otter lock

quality education, if both teachers and
parents at the schools are poorly informed
about effective approaches to curriculum,
teaching, and assessment.

Since 1988, the 600 schools in Chicago
have been operating under the most
extensive effort in restructured school
governance in US history. Mandated by
the Illinois legislature, each school is run
by a local school council (LSC) of six
parents. two community representatives, 2
teachers and the principal. The LSC has
authority over the school's improvement
plan, the budget, and the right to hire
and fire the principal. Principals have
increased authority over budgets, physical
plant, and personnel. A Professional
Personnel Advisory Committee of teachers
has advisory responsibility for curriculum
and instruction.
. How is restructured governance working
in Chicago? This Issue Report presents
some initial findings from research directed
by .Anthony Bryk of the Center for School
Improvement at the University of Chicago.
Bryk and colleagues have studied restruc-
tured school governance in 12 elementary
schools in diverse neighborhoods through-
out the city. Their work is guided by politi-
cal theory, and the research article here by
Brvk and assistant director Sharon Rollow
suggests the need for a shift in perspective
on the nature of democratic school politics
itself. The cover article of this Report
describes the political process in two schools.

Contrasts between the schools are
significant, and show that changing the
governance structure creates opportuni-
ties for local initiative, but the successful
use of those opportunities depends upon
social resources, local leadership. and
technical expertise that many schools
and neighborhoods lack. We include an
interview with an xecutive of a major
foundation who- .7', an optimistic per-
spectives on the future of restructured
governance in Chicago.

It is too early to report on the eltec is

of restructured governance one urriculuni
and instruction, but informed obsers CI'
agree that signific. nt unprovemenr her,
will require major investment and etloit
Finally, we offer a list of rsoup.es for MI
then information on the ( reform
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RESEARCH

The Chicago Experiment:

Enhanced Democratic Plrticipation as a Lever for School Improvement

c. \zith.m.
`v1,11,,1 I I R.,otc

This is a report on work-in-progress supported by the National
Center on School Organization and Restructuring and a grant

from the Spencer Foundation. The authors want to acknowledge
the contributions of other members of the research team in this
effort: Barbara Schneider, Michael Bennett, Al Bertani, Jennifer
Cox, David Jacobsen, Lisa Moultrie, Rachel Resnick, Sara Spur lark
and Josie Yanguas. The authors alone, however, are responsible for
any errors of fact or interpretation.

Background on Chicago
School Reform

Tn December, 1988 the Illinois state
llegislature passed the Chicago
School Reform Act. This legislation,
PA 85-1418, emerged out of a lengthy
political process involving a coalition
of community people working in ti.n.
dem with advocacy groups and the
business community.

Touted as "the most fundamental
restructuring since the early part of the
twentieth century, "2 the Act has also
been called "radical...a triumph...
historic" and "more than educational
change... In Chicago school reform is
a social movement that embraces arK:
reflects the city's diversity."'

Chicago's reform, however, is not
without its critics. Suspicion still sim-
mers within the city about the "real
motivations" behind reform. When
parent empowerment and decentral-
ization were first proposed, a number
of the city's African-American leaders
were skeptical. They argued that
parents want good schools for their
children, but did not wish to run
them nor did they necessarily have
the expertise to do so. They feared
that this reform was designed to fail in
order to achieve the real aim of some
politicians and business people: The

replacement of the Chicago Public
School (CPS) system with a private
educational market. It seemed hardly
coincidental that radical decentraliza-
tion swept over the school system just
as African-Americans had assumed
leadership of the central administra-
tion and teachers' union.

Chicago's reform is also under
scrutiny on the national scene where
critics frequently describe it as anti-
professionala perspective not with-
out some justification, since it strips
tenure away from principals and
grants teachers only an advisory role.
Don Moore, an author of the Act and
director of one of the city's school
advocacy groups, had specifically
argued that "the power of urban
school professionals must he curtailed
because professional judgment has
repeatedly been used as an excuse for
practices that are harmful to children."
Others see the reform as simply a replay
of the 1960's community empower-
ment movement, which promoted
similar improvements, but failed to
produce broad systemic change in
educational opportunities.'

On balance, PA 85-1418 involves
a more sophisticated conception of
school reform than most of its clink
acknowledge. Prior to reform, the
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highly centralized bureaucracy tended
to squelch local initiative, to impair
principals', machers', and parents'
efforts at improvement, and to dimin-
ish their sense of agency. In response,
PA 85-1418 sought to replace tradi-
tional bureaucratic control of schools
with a complex system of decision-
making by local school. The vertical
"problem-solution path," where local
school officials looked up into the
system for guidance, shifted horizon-
tally causing greater engagement of
school professionals with their local
communities.6

More specifically, the Act promotes
three distinct sites of power in school
communities, each of which now
holds potential for initiating a serious
challenge to the status quo. First, the
Act created opportunities for parents
and community members to exercise
initiative by giving parent-dominated
Local School Councils (LSCs) specific
powers "to hire and fire" the school
principal, and to approve the budget
and School Improvement Plan.
Second, principals received more
power over their budgets, physical
plant and personnel, and were encour-
aged to use these resources to solve
local problems. Whereas in the past
principals were expected to follow
orders passed down through the Fys-

tem, the job now demands a respon-
siveness to local clients. Third, the
Act gave teachers a voice in principal
selection and retention by providing
two faculty seats on the LSC, and
advisory responsibility over school
curriculum and instruction in the
Professional Personnel Advisory
Committee (PPAC1 Chicago reform.
thus, sought to encourage greater
engagement, not only by parents
and community meriers, but also
by principals and teachers.

3



Computer skills start in kindergarten

In addition to reorienting the politi-
cal environment of schools toward
greater local participation and respon-
sibility, the reform legislation has sever-
al other major provisions. It mandated
that state compensatory education
funds flow directly to Chicago's schools
proportional to their low income
membership. This assured that schools
with high percentages of disadvantaged
students would receive a substantial
infusion of funds to support new initia-
tives. Previously, these funds were used
by the District as general aid.

The Act also established greater
control by the local school over its
personnel and building. Where teach-
ers previously had been assigned h\
the Board of Education, principals can
now recruit and choose raw stiff. To
expedite the removal of Incompetent
teachers, the remediation process was
shortened from 1 year to 45 days.
(Only after an unsuccessful remedia-
tion process can an incompetent
teacher he removed from the class-
room.) Principals also have a voice in
hiring raid evaluating new janitorial
and tood service personnel by virtue of
the Act, and they now have their own
building keys. (Prior to reform, primp
pals held keys at the discretion of the
school engineer.) Taken together,
these new budget, personnel, and

4

plant provisions were intended to
assure that schools have adequate
resources and authority to advance
their initiatives.

Balancing the emphasis on local
empowerment are legislative provi-
sions that sought to pull schools
toward educational improvement.
These consisted of explicit educational
goals for children, e.g. 5C"0 of the
students in each school will be at
national norms by 19q4; and an
extended set of school objectives, e.g.
enhanced teacher professionalism,
multicultural curriculum, and greater
parent involvement. The Act also
mandated strategic planning designed
to make local school decision-making
more rational. Schools are required to
develop three year improvement plans
which must he evaluated and updated
annually to assure progress -coward local
goals and legislatively mandated goals.
The Chicago school system is required
to report annually on each school's
progress. If progress is insufficient, a
school is subject to a variety of increas-
ingly severe sanctions that may culmi-
nate in termination of the principal's
contract, removal of the LSC, and
placing the school under the receiver-
ship of the Board of Education.

In general terms, the legislation
attacked the failures of the Chicago
school system from two different direc-
tions. At the grassroots level, it sought
to encourage expanded democratic
participation by giving school commu-
nities some real authority and resources
to solve problems loc:ally. To guide
these developments toward valued
ends, the legislation added specific
goals and objectives, and an account
ability and strategic planning process.
The aim was to create an overall
environment in the CPS that would
promote local change.

Moving beyond the formal legisla,
tive provisions, PA 85-1418 has also

precipitated a substantial expansion of

institutional activity kkused on
improving education. ( )ver the Iasi
tour years, numerous associations
among the city's business and prates.
sional leaders have emerged to provide

technical and financial assistance to
and advocate for individual schools.
Education has been a sustained focus
of activity among civic groups and
community-based organizations
(CBOs). The local philanthropic
community has committed substantial
new funds. Individual faculty members
from colleges and universities in the
metropolitan area are active in
Chicago's schools, and several new
research, development, and profession-
al education centers have emerged. In
the past, many of these individuals and
institutions felt discouraged by their
encounters with a seemingly disinter-
ested school bureaucracy.

Four years into reform, it is clear
that the CPS system is in the midst of
a major organizational restructuring.
The central bure.:Jcracy has been
substanually weakened, replaced by
the greatly expanded democratic
activity both in individual school
communities and citywide. Neither
the Board, nor the c -astral office, nor
any other single entity is controlling
this change process; rather, power is
broadly diffused and extensive conver-
sations about school improvement are
sustained throughout the city.
Moreover, the content of this conver-
sation is evolving and these changes
are influencing policy. Two years ago
attention focused almost exclusively
on the formation and training of
LSCs. Now conversations have shifted
to the kinds of additional resources
and institutional supports needed by
local schools to affect substantive
changes in classrooms and instruction.

At present, it is too early to deter-
mine whether this legislation will
culminate in enhanced student learn-
ing.' It is clear, however, that Chicago
School Reform has catalyzed enter-
prise in many individual school com-
munities and throughout the city.
Whatever the longer term outcomes,
there a7e important lessons here about
ettorts to decentralize authority, to
enhance the capacities of parents and
communities to look out for their own
interests, and to engage professionals
to work toward community goals.



Traditional Views of
School Politics

he vast majority of past studies
i of educational politics have taken

their lead from Peterson who focused
on the pluralist bargaining that
occurred among interest groups on
Chicago's school board.' This
research, and other related studies at
the federal and state level, otters a
rather cynical and unflattering
picture of educattonal politics as a
"jungle" where individuals and groups
compete to advance their particular
interests. Marginal changes may he
affected, but the basic structure of the
system, and especially the power rela-
tions within it, remain unchallenged.

More recently, in a study of the
interactions between principals and
teachers, Ball describes the struggle
within British secondary schools over
scarce resourcesfaculty promotions,
plum teaching assignments, and
instructional materials.' Headmasters
in these schools deliberately allocated
resources to maintain a semblance of
harmony and protect the status quo.

We too have observed interest
politics in individual Chicago school
communities. The School Reform
Act opened school doors to their
neighborhoods. Not surprisingl,
pressing community issues often find
parallel expression within the
school. In one of our field site com-
munities, for example, gentrificat tot
is occurring. The LSC is factional -
ized between the interests of devel
opers and the affluent residents the%
are bringing into the neighborhood,
and the older CBOs who advocate
for the low-income families being
forced out. Allocation of discre-
tionary monies in this school has
become an arena for political con-
test. While low-income community
groups want to encourage a greater
involvement of poor parent and
community members by hiring some
of these individuals as tutors, the
school staff along with sonic of the
newer community residents prefer to
use these funds to create additional
teaching positions.

Such activities are consistent with
accounts of the earlier school decen-
tralization in New York, where the
basic elements of "big city" politics
fights over contracts and jobswas
largely transferred from the citywide
Board of Education to district-level
hoards. Although the context shifted,
the basic nature of political activity
did not.

Unlike New York, the fundamen-
tal governance unit in Chicago is the
individual school, not a district-level
board. As a result, the distance
between the site of political activity
and its consequences are radically
reduced. Individual accountability
for political activity is now more
sharply drawn.

The introduction of parents
and community members into local
school politics also appears to have
changed the nature of this activity
,it least in some schools. As Ball
notes. most educational decision -
making is dominated by professionals
and involves a deliberate attempt to
depoliticise local problems. Public
hot es about common affairs are
iewed as technical issues requiring

esrerts and other managers to solve.
This protessionalization of the public
realm displaces more fundamental
discussions among citizens about
their schools including the "opportu-
nity to debate the definition of the
school. "''' In contrast, in those
( :Imago schools where parents are
at. t ively involved, we have seen LS('
members press a more personal per-
spective about what "our school"
:fast do to meet the needs of "our
children."

A Politics of Enabling
School Communities 11

The full breadth of the political
activity occurring in Chicago's

schools is not adequately captured by
a conception of school politics vd-itc.h
red. es ;,1.1 activities to a competition
among Individuals and groups over
scarce resources. In expanding on this
pluralist bargaining framework, we

have turned to writings about
renewed democratic institutions.' 2
These authors maintain that a
renewed democratic politics, rooted
in sustained local participation, is the
necessary antidote to unre.;ponsive
societal institutions. They remind us
of the importance of public discussion
about common affairs, of the educa-
tional opportunities inherent in such
conversations, and how over the long
term, this activity can help institu-
tions become more self-guided.
Chicago's efforts at local empower-
ment hold potential for enabling
school communities to create an
alternative vision of education for
their children.

This concept of school politics
encourages us to attend to the nature
of political discourse in school corn-
tnunities. Who is involved, what
concepts appear salient and how are
they being advanced? Do parents and
community members bring forth new
interests that challenge existing ones!
Now that individual principals and
teachers are freer to express views
distinct from the central office, what
issues do they introduce? Of key con-
cern is whether the definition of the
schoolits mission, goals, and under-
standings about 'how things get done
around here'is subject to challenge.

The spirit of the reform legislation
and the broader discussions about
schooling that are occurring across the
city play an important role in this
regard. This rhetoric challenges each
school community to create an institu-
tion that is sensitive to the needs of its
specific population, one where "all
children" will succeed and no child
will fail. If taken seriously at a local
school, these ideas can act as a powerful
counterforce to a politics of private
interests. In such a school, the efforts
of the LSC parent seeking to improve
educational opportunities for his or her
own child can evolve into advancing
the welfare of all children. Similarly,
efforts by teachers to improve their
work conditions can press for a
re-examination of school operations
to better serve students' needs.

5



Bake sale at the
Parent Center

Places where such
activity is c7curring are
marked by sustained
debate over the key ideas
that vie for moral authority
and their role in specific
school improvement plans.
To be sure, individuals
disagree and conflicts can
be intense. But these
debates are about matters
of broad concern, rather
than narrow personal
gains, and different per-
spective can often be
transformed into common
interests. This is quite dif-
ferent from pluralist bar-
gaining, which at its best
produces a compromise among fixed
interests, and at its worst creates win-
ners and losers. In contrast, when a
politics of enabling school communi-
ties is successfully engaged, the base of
shared understandings grows, positive
sentiments and trust among partici-
pants rise, and the capacity of the
school community to tackle even Ian:
er problems expands. Over time, a
detailed scrutiny of existing organiza-
tional practices becomes likely.

On balance, the road to an effective
local politics is neither easy nor assured
and it is not without its own distinctive
problems. Parochialism, intolerance
toward strangers, and maintaining an
openness to t, :w ideas are potential
pitfalls of localism. Moreover, many
Chicago school communities suffer
from high student and family mobility,
a history of hostility between parents
and school professionals, and a neigh-
borhood context plagued by poverty,
violence, and an overriding concern
for personal safety and survival. When
combined with a cynical view that
politics means "taking care of your
own," these are not favorable condi-
tions for the development of a politics
of enabling school communities.
Ironically, while broad participation
expands the social resources in a school

6
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community, the emergence and growth
of such participation depends on these
very same resources.

These concerns notwithstanding,
the idea of school communities as
sites of strong democratic practice
remains appealing. This seems espe-
cially so when we acknowledge that
the aim of political activityschool
improvementis not a quick fix.
Rather, school change necessitates
the development of trusting personal
relationships among parents, teachers,
and principal, and requires that these
relationships be sustained if school
staff are to take risks, work together,
and stay committed for the long haul.
That is, this systemic change process
demands a strong democratic practice.

A important Role for
Nonnative Understandings

At the core of strong democratic
practice is sustained conversa-

tion. Chicago's school reform substan-
tially expanded the scope of this
activity in individual schools. Many
basic school practices (e.g. should
students march between classroom in
orderly lines or he required to wear
uniforms?) which were simply taken
for granted in the past or decided by
administrative fiat are now subject to

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

debate among parents, community
members, teachers and the principal.
Each participant brings to these
discussions his or her own personal
views, or normative understandings
about what is "good," "proper," and
"right" for their school. Differ:Tit nor-
mative ideas built up out of past fami-
ly, school, and work experiences are
now transported into these delibera-
tions and can become source:, of con-
flict among these now responsible for
their school. These disagreements can
be particularly sharp in some schools
because of the highly varied back-
grounds among the partKipants.

Included here are assumptions
about: What is a good school (e.g. a
place that has the programs and
resources of a suburban school versus
one that may need to be structured
differently to meet the needs ot part lc -
ular students and families); about what
children should learn (e.g. spec-4t
knowledge and skills to be acquired
versus a view tit sty Liu, I VC

learners); about how children and
parents should be treated, and him., in
turn, children and parents should treat
teachers. In addition, since politics is
the lever for schoill t hinge in
Chicago, understandings about the
nature and purposes it civic and poln-
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ical participation, also come Into play.
Although rooted in personal back-

ground and experience, normative
understandings are not static. Rather
they can he reshaped through social
interaction in setting, where daterent
expectations and ideas prevail. The
LSC holds potential as a context for
such human development, to L silt 1-
vine the skills of citizenship, enrich
their personal competence. Here,
parents, teachers, and print [pal Lan
learn about each other, ind m the
ourse of work the insist do together,

forge a t. ()Mint in interest. Through
such 'mem ions, bask understand-
ings about roles, authority and
domains of prat tic e L.an be recast and
the institution itselt renormed.

Ulm:trek, it such activity is main-
tained for a perli of I a more
unitary form of politics ina emerge.
when matte's of unportank L. are regu-
larly discussed, and Li intik t is less
threatening because there are avenues
for resolution when it ,h es occur. t'
The institution benefits from a
substanttal social resource formed
out of both a set of principles held in
common and the t rust Mil tale -to -face
relationships built up within the small
confines of a single school Lonmiunitx

The Interaction ulth
"I echnicul Knowledge
and Experti.sc

Currently, Chicago is awash with
"Christmas tree" schools where

large amounts of discretionary money
have combined with private gifts to
add new programs and more equipment,
a bit like hanging dazzling ornaments
on a tree. Unfortunately, the tree itself
and its basic needs have gone unat-
tended.* Awareness of this problem,
however, is growing across the city
and a new wisdom is emerging that
the core of schoolingteachers'
knowledge and classroom practices
must he substantially improved.

This development, however, points
to a major unresolved issue: How can
technical expertise he drawn into
enhanced local politics? Schools are
relatively complex entities where
efficiency is highly valued. Past experi-
ences with most educational innova-
tions leaves us less than sanguine
about how well most schools fare
when developing their own strategic
plans. While some may do fine on
their own, many need to engage sus-
tained outside assistance if the end
result of the participation in schools
is improving student learning.

How these new relationships are to
be forged remains unclear. Instructional
guidance in the form of top-down
mandates from the central office were
rarely effective in the past and seem
highly inappropriate now. Similarly,
the experiences of the last three year,
where schools have had increased free-
dom to purchase their own goods and
service:- are not very encouraging
(although some individual sch(x)Is are
notable exceptions). 14 In short, nei-
ther the command authority of a school
bureaucracy nor the contractual rela-
tionship of the marketplace seems par-
ticularly well-suited for this purpose.

Interestingly, the new literature on
enhanced democratic participation is
largely silent on the question of how
local political practice might engage
effectively with outside expertise. In
our view, new cooperative relationships
between local schools and outside
assistance appear necessary. Neither
the external expert as supervisor nor
as service provider will suffice. Rather,
these individuals must become
engaged in some fashion as partici-
pant-stakeholders in the political
practice of a school community. The
lessons gleaned here from Chicago's
experiences should he of broad Interest
as they touch on larger, enduring con-
cerns about the proper role of techni-
cal expertise in a democratic society

Especially popular are computer systems that are now sold directly to schools and promise to help
children on the low,[ Test of Basic Skills. but deliver computerized drill sheets that directly mimic the
tests. In fact. under decentralization, local schools have become a new market for an expanding net-

work of entrepreneurs

8

Opportunities for Connnunity
Education

Finally, by expanding participation
as it does, and enlarging the terrain

of school politics, Chicago School
Reform serves a broader community
education function. These opportuni-
ties may he particularly important in
urban contexts where many parents
and community members are under-
educated and disenfranchised, and
where school professionals have also
had few occasions in the past to exer-
cise initiative. Through participation
in LSCs and other school-based activi-
ties, individuals can develop public
skills of citizenship, leadership and
political discourse that are essential to
a democratic life. This idea resonates
with recent calls for renewal of our
democratic institutions such as
Lindblom's discussion of a need for a
more self-guided society, Barber's con-
siderations of the features of a strong
democracy, Bowles and Gintis's analy-
sis of the link between adult learning
and political practice, and Evan and
Boyte's notion of the educative func-
tion of "free spaces."

The emergence of "truly disadvan-
taged" urban communities in recent
times, however, raises new questions
about their ability to engage and sus-
tain the kind of participation envi-
sioned here, and to use the opportuni-
ties it affords for broader community
education.'' To date, muca of the
research on citizen participation has
focused on middle class and largely
homogeneous communities. f0 While
there is a literature on low income
neighborhoods, it is largely concerned
with Great Society programs at a time
when resources were relatively ample
(or at least expanding) and the com-
munities themselves were more advan-
taged relative to today's conditions I
The Chicago experiment holds
promise of new knowledge about how
democratic participation can be revi-
talised in our major urban centers.
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Another teacher stresses the tact
that at Thomas teachers
"don't yell . . . the kids don't need that.

they're not even used to it because I
don't think they get yelled at home . .

and so the place doesn't seem so dictato-

rial and loud. I hate the chaos of those

other schools .'
Perhaps most indicative of the

social ties that exist at Thomas is the
fact that parents and teachers talk
easily together about what is best for
"our children."

A Challenge to the Status Quo
There is, however, an obstacle ti,
Thomas making progress on what

is hest for -our children." li is .1 shut
rural cleavage that exists between the
bilingual transition program and the
moniihngual English one. tint 11
division appears twit. al in I I Isr.tilli.
schools, although lit t le attention is
generally paid to it

tl

"At Thomas parents and

teachers talk together

easily about what is best

for 'our children.'

At Thomas the split is the legacy of
previous administrators who created
"two schools in one" with separate bud-
gets, programs and materials, faculties,
students and families. Different norms
have developed across the two programs

as well. Many parents want their chil-
dren to stay in the bilingual program
because there are fewer discipline prob-
lems, and students are more respectful
of adults and less susceptible to gangs.

English dominant students denigrate
the "other" children by calling them
"brazers" and "molados." As one teacher

told us, this cleavage used it, he "the big
silence of the schoiil.. . under the old
principal we didn't talk alssot Ii
beLause it would tear us a Nit

Facilitative leadership:
The principal

Mr. Sanchez assumed the princi-
palship two years prior to

reform, and at his first faculty meeting
he spoke of his dreams:
"I want this to be a real bilingual school,
where all of you ore bilingual so that you

can talk with all of the students. . .a
school where there's no split between the
programs, and so children and teachers
can't look down on each other. A school

where everyone speaks Spanish and
English. A school for this community."

The faculty was alarmed by their
principal's first words. One teacher
said:

"111 the regular program we were all
threatened at first... 'Wouldn't you he'
It sounded like we were going to get fired.

)ver timeand healed wound,
the same goals didn't sound like a threat
Well. then too Mr. Sanchez has toned
down a lot. ..1-fe'rl neter make state
moils like that again liut the void



hasn't changed. It's a vision. I
think, of an integrated school...

Over the last several years
Mr. Sanchez has used the pow-
ers of the principalship to chal-
lenge the pre-existing "defini-
tion of the school." He has
opened communications with
his parents and faculty about his
vision of an integrated school.
The teacher quoted above has
begun Spanish lessons, as have
many of her colleagues in the
"regular" program. Four years
later the split between the two
programs at Thomas is no longer
the "big silence." It is now
becoming deeply contested and
debated ground.

Community educa-
tion was also on the
principal's agenda
when he arrived at
Thomas. He has sought
to integrate parents
and families into the
life of the school and is
convinced that their
participation will
enhance their lives and
their children's, and
improve the school.
Before the first LSC
elections, Mr. Sanchez
encouraged parents
and community resi-
dents to run for the
LSC and vote.
(Citizenship was not a requirement
for voting in the LSC elections.)
"I stood in front of all the Sunday masses
and said, "This is reform... Why don't
you exercise your rights' "... That's when
I said, "You're talking to a person willing
to commit himself for the cause...And I
was ready. I was not only ready for this
to happen successfully. It's a matter that
we have to excel and we have to do it.
We have to get all these things done."

Although the principal is middle
class and well educated, he respect,
"his people" and understands "their
struggle." "Sometimes", he told us. "I
feel like I'm hack in my own count tA
Not working as a principal but maybe

Top: Eighth grade computer class
Bottom: Dance rehersal in the gym

before midnight. But it is a tremen-
dous opportunity, nonetheless. You
know, so many principals com-
plain that they don't have the time
to educate their parents: 'it's not
my job' they say. But then they
turn around and put even more
time into controlling their councils.
I see this as the opportunity of our
reform, to educate my parents. I
am tired, but we should all he
doing this."

He steered his Council
toward outside sources of assis-

'ill2P15*, tance regarding his contract
evaluation and encouraged them

to engage a broad, par-

p

in front of a congregation. You know
... a liberation theology priest."

During the first year of reform Mr.
Sanchez and the Council spent long
nights and weekends working together
to read and prepare budgets, and
develop the first SIP and a needs
assessment. While he has some
detractors among both parents and
teachers who accuse him of conferring
too much with this "elite" elected
group, he argues that working with
the LSC is one opportunity to educate
his community:
"Working with my Council and my par-
ents .ves . .It has taken up a lot of m.
tune That first year I never got home

BEST COPY MILANI
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ticipatory process.
Interviewed the morn-
ing after he received a
(near) unanimous vote
for retention, Mr.
Sanchez talked about
his pride for the job his
school community had
done:
"It was a wonderful
experience for me. I pre-
pared for my interview
and it was a time for me
to reflect. I thought about
all that I had done and of
course how much more
there is to do. But I was
proud of my parents.

The process that they went through.
think they learned a lot from it and I
hope that they are proud too."

Enhanced Participation
among Parents and
Community Membetsi he LSC is not the only avenue

that has been paved at Thomas
for parent involvement. Thomas
parents participate in Protect CANAL.
a federally funded, multi-year program
that lac dual es shared &Liston-making
in select rac tally isolated scholAs and
also adds significantly to their discre-
tionary budgets. ;-,everal of the tea( hers
on the CANAL core planning team
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encouraged parents, other than those
who sit on the LSC, to join their
team. Additional parents were
recruited to the ESEA and Bilingual
Advisory Committees. Last year
parents worked with a group of vol-
unteer teachers and the principal to
start a parent education center. There
are already GED, citizenship and
computer classes, and plans are
underway for additional classes that
parents have requested. Most impor-
tantly, the center is a place where
parents congregate. There is coffee
and a phone, and parents encourage
teachers and office staff to drop in
when they have time.

Taken together, these various
committees and the parent center
have engaged a substantial group
of parents beyond the LSC in the
school. Moreover, a core group of
teachers share their principals'
sentiment that developing citizenship
and leadership skills for parents will
enhance their children's education
and support their work.

The Emergence of Teacher's
Collective Voice

The faculty's efforts to engage par-
ents, while not unprecedented, is

unusual. Noteworthy too, are current
joint efforts of bilingual and monolin-
gual English teachers to write restruc-
turing proposals, develop strategic
plans, and engage consultants to work
with them. As one of the teachers
from the "regular" program reported:
"We've been writing restructuring pro-
posals all summer, me and Jan and Alice
from bilingual. We've had to think about
what comprehensive restructuring reall.
means. We're saving we want a chance
to really look at our programs and our
teaching and think seriously about win
our kids aren't learning like they should

Teacher professionalism is emerg-
ing at Thomas, catalyzed by a core
group of faculty that is thoughtful and
talented. Their efforts are generally
supported by their principal.
Typically, the most pro-active teachers
and Mr. Sanchez consult with each
other. When they have common goals

10

At Alexander, although

encouragement and

training were available,

the many impediments

to sustain community

participation caused the

process to he superficial.

and strategies, he grants them inde-
pendence and wide latitude to make
their own decisions. By his own
admission, however, he does not
hesitate to squelch projects he finds
without educational merit. This
behavior leaves him open to charges
from various teacherssimilar to
those leveled at him by some parents
that he favors an elite group.

Their efforts seem also to he
holstered by on-going support from
Project CANAL. Teachers in urban
schools, just like parents in urban
communities, need assistance to
engage in democratic practice because
the centralized control mechanisms of
the past have afforded them few
opportunities to develop democratic
skills. CANAL seems to have given
these teachers a shot in the arm.

Even with all of this activity,
Thomas teachers still struggle to fig-
ure out "why our kids aren't learning
like they should." They have formed
relationships with a number of outside
organizations, many of them university.
based, to bring pedagogical expertise
into the school. To date these activi-
ties remain segmented by subject
matter, grade level and teacher.
Gradually, the faculty is beginning to
recognize that these disparate individ-
ual efforts are unlikely to cumulate in
enhanced student learning. A more
systematic approach that scrutinizes
and strengthens core school activate,
appears needed. Thus, teachers'
current involvement in writing com-
prehensive restructuring proposals
represents an important departure
from past practice.

This proposal writing is significant
for another reason as well. By engag-
ing teachers from the bilingual and
monolingual English programs, it
creates opportunity for dialogue across
the two groups and this m,1 begin to
bridge the "great divide."

In sum, an activism and a hopeful-
ness exist at Thomas. Considerable
resources from within the
system and local universities have
been assembled. A substant 1.11 group
of parents and community members,
along with a growing cote of talented
teachers, are regularly engaged in

school improve,aent activities. A
thoughtful and committed principal
provides leadership, is educative
toward his parents, and facilitative
toward his teachers. Most importantly
for the emergence of democratic poli-
tics, a vital but contested discourse
proceeds about the definition of the
Thomas School, and whether it
will become a true "bilingual school"
which is responsive to "all our
children and our community."

Alexander Elementary
School:
A Place Reform Left Behind

A Lack of Social Resources
Thirty years ago Alexander's
school community had neighbor-

hood and family resources much like
Thomas does now. Today, in con-
trast, this is a "truly disadvantaged"
neighborhood with a preponderance
of female-headed households, an
absence of middle class and male role
nmdels, a loss of population and com-
munity institutions, and a diminution
of political activity. Most importantly,
this community lacks the extended
networks which support families in
the nearby Hispanic community.
Without such networks, the conse-
quences of poverty, drugs and violence
appear much more devastating here,
especially to the "young moms" who
struggle on their own to keep their
children sate and to survive.

The current situation contrasts with
the not-so-distant past when mother.
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in this neighborhood and
others just like itwere
generally older, somewhat
more advantaged, and less
hesitant to talk to teachers.
Fathers and grandparents
were also sometimes
involved. Today, educators
in the school know that
there are not many men to
call upon: "there's boys and
old men and the old folk are
afraid to come out of their
houses. Everything in
between is in jail or dead

Only a small group of
mothers participate regu-
larly in school activities.
The efforts of these
women are deeply appreci-
ated by the school staff,
but like the teachers, they
complain of being "burnt
out." The principal and
some teachers are con-
cerned about the Isolation
of the school from its com-
munity, and also the
isolation of people in the
community from each
other. They are also
concerned that students
today lack some role models
they used to have: middle-
class working people, older
people, and men.

Currently, the main
group with potential to
become a viable presence
is the "young moms," and
although the LSC chair
talks about her efforts to
"corral" some of them to
get involved, she knows it
will not be easy. One reason is safety.
The school wants no responsibility
for people being out after dark, which
forces meetings to he scheduled during
the school day. Consequently, those
parents who worksome who are
the most interested and have the
most to contributecan never
attend meetings. A problem for vet
another group of parents is embar-
rassment: The reluctance of some

w(

z

undereducated parents converse with
teachers. Finally, in some cases, a
latent hostility keeps parents awac
;some young ith nos have !woo, e
memories of their own st h,kiluig. and
believe that teachers regard theta
with disdain. The LS( : chair asks.
then answers her own question about
what "kind of role models these moms
are for their kids when they feel so
hateful and hated.' I. can't be good
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Top: Indicidualred reading
instruction
Boman: clan,

I )isabling Principal
Leadership

Being a principal in a
truly disadvantaged

school community is dun-
cul' Mrs. Green has. to do
double dim. with parents as
well as teachers. to overcome
their isolation, host das . tear.
lack of confidence. and
skills. Mrs. Green has tackled
this challenge by becoming
the school's "mother." She
has been in the school "since
forever" (she came to
Alexander as a 22 year-old
teacher 1, and "she knows
everyone and everything
She has accepted the burden
of nurturnmg this cluk.1
community. Indeed, parents
and children often view her
and the school as a sate
haven, which compared to
the neighborhood, it is. Mrs
Green admits, at times, she
is an "overprotective mother
reluctant to let any of her
children grow." She recog-
nizes that some of the parents'
and teachers' dependence
might be because she does to,
much for them.

Mrs. Green's maternal
style has also taken a personal
toll. Since the advent of
reform, she has "never been
so exhausted," and she finds
herself "snapping out" in a

way that disturbs her and offends the
very people she so wishes will succeed

She describes with regret:
"I called two teachers in frr a conferee
regarding the performance of their sot
.Ients on the IOWA tests I remembei

siving, ashamed of you lott ondd
have staved at home and the student,
could have staved at home to get these
results This Is ndiculous You were
coming every day and they were Comm:



every day, for whet!' That's terrible.
mean I was so angry to get those scores,
that it caught me at a had moment. I
later apologized."

Mrs. Green wants reform to suc-
ceed in her school. She wants to see
her parents and their children create
a better life for themselves. She wants
her faculty to become more profes-
sional, too, not only so children will
learn more, but "so that they feel

better about themselves." She worries
about the distance her school commu-
nity must travel to achieve her vision.

Limited Parent and
Coirnunity Involvement

T he LSC at Alexander contains a
_ core of hard working and well-

intentioned women between the ages
of twenty-five and thirty. The chair
has often said she is proud that there
is no fighting on her Council or in
their school, as in some other neigh-
boring sc'ac)ols. Unfortunately, there
is little conversation either.

When PA 85.1418 first passed, it
seemed the Act might make a differ-
ence. Everyone was curious about the
new law, and there was a flurry of
activity. Initially the LSC acted much
like its counterpart at Thomas. The
Council told the principal they want-
ed to skip the evaluation and Just
write a contract. There the compari-
son ends. At Thomas the LS( : was
encouraged to take the pro,. t.ss of
evaluation senousl% and did At
.Alexander, I I;1.t.1011$111

and training tack as ,111.114, IVL.111`4' iIt

the many Impediments to sustained

I:

Recess

participation in
this community,
the process was
superficial.
There was mini-
mal involve-
ment, minimal
discussion, and
minimal learn-
ing as a result.

By the sec-
ond year of reform, excitement had
dissipated. Monthly LSC meetings
were called, but rarely was there a
quorum, and there was never an audi-
ence. Only in the spring, when a sys-
tem-wide financial crunch threatened
the school with closure did the LSC
get moving again. The school staved
open (because the Board of Education
was pressured by community activists
city-wide not to close any schools at
that time). but the experience failed
to unite the school community. The
LSC chair felt oerheltned, tired,
and dtscourageu when only fifty par-
ents showed up for a "Save
Alexander Rally" she organized. Mrs.
Green expressed her frustration by
calling parents "the most apathetic
hunch" she had ter seen. Once the
crisis passed, the principal and the
LSC chair called meetings to discuss
how the school might distinguish
itself enough to avoid future closing
lists. The meetings went c.,:-,.tended.

A Wary and Uncertain
Faculty.

The problems of the LSC are
mirrored in the experiences of

Alexander's Professional Personnel
Advisory Committee (PPAC) and larg-
er faculty as it too grapples with local
school governance. Sixteen candidates
competed for the first PPAC election,
because as noted earlier, everyone was.
curious. Teachers were confused, ho -
ver, about the PPAC's identity and
purpose. Mans thought it was the
"Protessional Problems Committee"
tor the union. Others understood that

the PPAC was to offer advice on issues
of curriculum and instruction, but
they were unclear if it independent
of the principal. Some members said
they could not discuss pedagogy with-
out the principal; others insisted they
could never develop an independent
voice if she joined them. (This confu-
sion among the teachers at Alexander
as to the PPAC's role and also the par-
ticipation of the principal was repeat.
ed throughout the city during the first
year of reform.)

This issue absorbed the PPAC's
attention most of the school year. It
was a controversy from which they
never recovered. The principal
dropped out when appraised of the
discussion surrounding her participa-
tionso did the contingent that
wanted her involved. The chair
abdicated next, and another teacher
volunteered to replace her since "no
one else wanted it." When no candi-
dates signed up for an election, the
chair asked a few faculty friends to
volunteer as a personal favor. The
new PPAC met once in the fall of
1992, but has not met since.

In addition to their inability to
organize a PPAC, as a whole, the
faculty shows little interest in :Ilea.
own growth as professionals.
Alexander teachers (like a majority
of faculties across the city) approved a
closed campus several years ago, and
most the teachers keep the same short
hours (8:30 am to 2:30 pm) students
do. This means that a few teachers
are called upon to do everything, a
situation that parallels the LSC.

Some teachers at Alexander, like
some parents on the LSC, are caring,
hard working, and deeply concerned
about the students. They would like
to serve them better and over the
years they have individually enrolled
in countless courses, and bought
dozens of programs. But nothing
seems to bring achievement up.
Some of these teachers persist in
their efforts, while others have gotten
demoralized and one by one they have
given up. These teachers blame the
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.tudents and the young moms for low
achievement, and insist that they
"have tried everything." This portion
of the veteran faculty is "riding out
their time" until retirement. Ms.
Green complains that their lack of
motivation to examine their own
practice is the most serious obstacle
to school improvement:

They are convinced in their minds that
they are fantastic teachers. . . And they
have had successes through the years, but
things have changed. Getting them to
understand that and to change is, the
most difficult kind of thing. Take our
primary teachers. . . 1 have some teach-

ers here who have not gone back to
school since they got, and this is the
honest to goodness truth, since they got
their diploma in 1959. Now reading alone
has changed, the whole philosophy has- -'

changed in the last five or ten years and
they're still doing things like then. This is
a poor neighborhood, the social family
structures have changed a great deal anti

for many of our teachers, they are teach-
ing to the students that we had in 1963
and we don't have that kind of student

anymore."
It is instructive to note that a

majority of the teachers at Alexander
went to Chicago schools as students.
Most were then credentialed in
Chicago, and have subsequently spent
their entire careers at Alexander, or a
school just like it. These teachers are
hard pressed to imagine alternatives.
This poses a significant obstacle to
reform as the heart of this legislation
is the opportunity, in each local
school community, to create alterna-
tives. When we asked the assistant
principal to describe for us "a good
school" he said, "off the top of my
head, that's hard for me to say...1
haven't graduated to that way of
thinking yet."

In sum, Alexander's situation is
troubled. The malaise, isolation, and
alienation that pervades the neigh-
borhood is mirrored in the school.
Teachers have few external resources
to support their work and they often
appear uninterested in change. Some
parents work hard for the school, but

their numbers are few. The principal
is a tragic-hero who tries to care for
all of themstudents, parents and
teachershut whose maternal leader-
ship ironically stifles initiative and
disables others' capacity to grow. At
first visit, Thomas appears as a peaceful
island amidst a truly disadvantaged
community. But that peace is secured
at a price: Little of significance is ever
discussed; activity is rarely organized
or sustained. The status quo seems
insurmountable.

Concluding Comments

We deliberately chose to describe
Alexander and Thomas

because they represent some of the
best and worst of what we are observ-
ing. Such contrasts help to sharpen
understanding of key factors influenc-
ing the implementation of Chicago's
school reform. While still relatively
early in our research, three observa-
tions already stand out. First, although
both schools serve disadvantaged
students, the differences in neighbor-
hood contexts have important effects.
The social resources present in the
Thomas community greatly facilitate
initial efforts at school reform; in con-
trast, the absence of these resources at
Alexander make the task considerably
more difficult. Thus, as noted earlier,
while democratic localism can enable
a school community, there is a "Catch
22." The emergence of such a politics
appears to require a base of social
resources on which to build.

Second, these contrasting cases
highlight the importance of school
leadership in promoting change. Rigid
bureaucracy and autocratic action
characterize organizational life in
urban school systems. The transition
from this to more democratic forms of
governance make special demands on
school leadership. Although not with-
out his detractors, Mr. Sanchez at
Thomas appears successful in enahline
partic.N,ion among parents, commu-
nity and faculty. His facilitative orien-
tation, combined with a moral vision
of Thomas as a "bilingual school serv-
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ing this community," plays a critical
role. Alexander, in contrast, lacks
such leadership.

Finally, both cases illumine the
still unsettled role for external exper-
tise in school improvement. The
CANAL training in group process
and communication appears to have
helped the Thomas faculty initiate a
dialogue that spans their "great
divide." Although some classroom
innovations are being initiated with
outside assistance, these develop-
ments fall short of the comprehensive
restructuring that many believe is
necessary to improve student learning.
The lack of sustained, comprehensive
external support for these ef` irts is a
significant weakness, not only at
Thomas but generally across the
entire school system. This need is
even more obvious at Alexander
where school and community condi-
tions pose larger prohlems. By nature
of the traditional organization of
schools, the work of adults is highly
segmented. The existing mechanisms
to support improvement efforts are
equally so. It schools are to engage
change which is truly systemic, more
comprehensive support and new insti-
tutional arrangements for providing it
will he needed. 4

',hermit ti Ruiiou

Each school has been given a pseudonym;
details about the schools and communities have
been masked to preserve their anoninits. In all
other respects, these cases are specific to two
Chicago sites.

Photographs do not represent school:, dis-
cussed in this Issue Report. Special thanks two
Chicago Schools for permission to photograph
their parents, staff and children: Maria Sauced,'
Scholastic Academy, Karen Morris. Principal;
and Richard E. Byrd Community Academs.
Janis Todd. Principal.

The discussion of 'Thomas is developed in
part from a paper by Maria losetma 'farina,
titled "Cultural Politics in Two Chicago Latin .
Elementary Schools," Center t,,r School
Improvement. Universits of Chicago, 10').:

Discussion of the Alexande: sch,i01 eommu
nits draws from two case smiles The first is at,
unohlished masters thesis l's Lisa Moulton
University of Chicago, Department of
Education "The School Room, Lett Behind
The second was written tot the school site
program of the Center for School Improvement
by Sharon Rollow and Hal eiershenson
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Support from a Foundation:

Peter Martinez
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Long dedicated to education, the MacArthur
Foundation has become one of the most influential

actors in Chicago school reform. MacArthur currently
funds more than 20 separate initiatives relating to six
areas of school restructuring: 1) Restructuring the school

(working to enhance student learning); 2) Parent
involvement (encouraging more informed decision-
making, boosting classroom volunteering, and promoting
parents as mentors at home); 3) Coordination of social

services (trying to organize private and public agencies at
the community level); 4) Improving services in central
administration (studying ways to improve the efficiency,
management and finances of newly decentralized
offices); 5) Adult literacy (encouraging all citizens to he
educated); 6) Research documentation and dissemina-
tion (funding research through groups like the
Consortium on School Reform Research).

Can foundation
programs

make a difference
in the success of
school reform in an
inner city? Peter
Martinez believes
they can. Martine:
directs the Chicago
Educational

Initiative, MacArthur's long-term pledge to
school reform, a $40 million commitment
over 10 years. With 35 years experience
nationally as an organizer for community
groups and an advocate for Latino causes,
Martinez works to link community and cor-
porate groups to facilitate restructuring of
schools and classroom.:.

W'e are approaching reform from the per-

spective of systematic change. We are looking

for key leverage points. fOT the public and pri-
vate stakeholders needed and committed to rnak

mg than*. happen. and I() Oka change
strategies are needed Then we define a role fin
private sector limiting that helps leverage pubha

funding to make tho,e changes happen
The whole rssue :if restructuring is at the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

center of what has to be done to improve student
learning. That involves organizational change
and instructional change at the local school
level, focusing on things like interactive learn-
ing, critical thinking, peer learning, teachers
working in groups, a ream approach working
inside of a school.

A concrete example of that funding is
the $1.2 million grant MacArthur awarded
to the Chicago Teachers Union to set up
the Quest Center.

It is basically a restructuring resource cen-
ter, which was funded after long months of
dialogue in which we became convinced of a
very genuine effort of the teachers' union to
take a leadership role in changing the profes-
sion. They identified some very talented people
within their ranks who understood restructur-
ing a..d had built up relationships with the lead-
ing scholars in the field: the Anne Lieherrnans.
the Ted Sizers, the Elmores, and so on

We at MacArthur, wanted to see a pm-
gram agenda outlined that clearly indicated the
union was going for dramatic whole school
retimn. It turns out that their own thinking
was moving in that direction. They felt that if
teachers took the initiative and the union was

15
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behind them, change would be faster and
more dramatic.

The union set up a governance
hoard representing all stakeholders in
reform: teaching and administrative
professionals and business, communi-
ty, and reform groups; and an advisory
board of experts who could he avail-
able for consultation to the project.

This is proving to be successful,
although the Quest Center has only been

operating since January. A 2-day restrut

turing conference in March brought in
people from all over the country, with all
the prototypes people typically point to as

restructuring models. The union anti(
pated that 250 teachers would sign up;

they had 500 They could only accomm,.

date 350! Those teachers came on a
Saturday on their own time with no pay

and they paid a regtstration fee.
The conference led to a couple of

different educational experiences tot
teachers: a program of university
courses and a restructuring conference
held over spring break. Each of these
learning opportunities drew about two
hundred teachers.

That says a number of things to me.
(hie, that the union has the kind of rela-
tionships with teachers that all them to

develop support of this size. And I think
that they will be in a position to increase
attendance at these conferences to over
1,000. The second thing is that there are
many teachers out there who are really
curious about restructuring, are willing to
spend the nme, and don't have to he paid.

Martinez explained that
Ma( Arthur hinds only those mina-
t iyes Much attempt to change the
way the system itself does things. Get

the system to do its ;oh well the first time

around So if somebody, for example,
comes in with a great drop-out prevention

program we're not going to fund it. We

think that the hest drop-out frrogram is a

1004(114TM school, and teachers trained

to do their doh the way in which a has

proven to he effective

The ( :his ago Sulu lid Reform Ac
will generate significant piisit lye
change, in his opinion. The Act treed
up $230 million worth of Chapt,r One
money for schools to disperse on ,i
discretionary basis. Thanks to these

Gym class in the parking lot

funds, most schools have a substantial
amount left over for innovative reform
even after mainline budget costs.
Martinez says this discretionary money
should he sufficient to stimulate signif-
icant school change. But it is currently
not always used efficiently.

That money ought to he aimed at
paying experts to plan the restructuring of

their school. In most cases is not being
spent that way. It's being spent for com-

puters and reading instruction. it's' ng

spent to improve an old system, to sine
up an old car, rather than come in with a

new mode of transportation.
As Martinez sees it, reform is headed

in the right direction: Toward instruc-
tional change and enhanced student
achievement. But it isn't happening
fast enough.

People in research and policy develop-
ment have got to have a greater sense of
urgency. They can't take forever to do
their research and their policy develop-

ment. The education profession itself
has got to have a greater sense of urgency
about reforming itself than it has, or
clearly the voucher advocates are going
to gain increasingly more beachhead.

The other part of it is that I think there
is too much sensitivity focused on the

adults (teachers and principals) in this

system and their comfort level with
change. This sensitivity for adults, causes
people to lose sight of the thousand of kids

lives in the ghettos and barrios of the ciry

are going down the sewer every single day .

Researchers say it takes 35 years for
research to turn into practice. Others
say it takes 10 years to change a school
Well, you can change schools in three

years. You can't mandate change we're
told, you can't make people do things.

Well, you can do a lot to entice people to
make change and to lead people to make
change, and to stir their imagination and
then challenge them to do something that
is going to he substantive and real in a
short period of time. You can turn an
organization around in three years and
can solidify the change in Jive. And there

is plenty of documentation to prone that. 4
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CENTER MISSION
The Center on Organization and
Restructuring ot Schools will study

how organizational features ot schools can be

changed to increase the intellectual and social

competence ot students. The ttve-year pro-

gram of research focuses on restructuring in

four areas: the experiences of students in

school, the protessional life of teachers; the

governance, management and leadership ot

schools; and the coordination of communin

resources to better serve educationally dis-

advantaged students.
Through syntheses of previous research,

analyses of existing data, and new empirical

studies of education reform, the Center will

focus on six critical issues for elementary, mid-

dle and high schools: How can schooling nur-

ture authentic forms of student achievement.'

How can schooling enhance educational
equity? How can decentralization and local

empowerment be constructively developed?

How can schools he transformed into commu-

nities of learning? How can change be

approached through thoughtful dialogue and

support rather than coercion and regulation?

How can the focus on student outcomes be

shaped to serve these five principles?

CENTER PUBLICATIONS
In the fall and spring of each year, the
Center publishes a newsletter, Issues in

Restructuring Schools, which offers analyses of

substantive issues. In addition, three "briefs"

targeted to special audiences will be offered

yearly, and our 1992 Bibliography, currently

available, will be updated each year

Occasional papers will be available at cost To

be placed on the mailing list, please contact

Karen Prager, Dissemination Coordinator,

Center on Organization and Restructuring ot
Schools, University of Wisconsin, 1025 W.

Johnson Street, Madison, WI 53706

Telephone: (608) 263-7575
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